Abstract
As results of different measurement campaigns with 3D Body scanners, additional to the body measurements, the 3D scan data includes very valuable possibilities of utilisation for garment development and footwear design. Since 1999 a large database of individual 3D body and leg scans of female and male persons aged from 6 to 80 years are available at the Hohenstein Institute. This 3D scan data was the fundamental basis for several research projects. The data was used to develop body measurement tables for garments and foot wear, to generate average virtual body models and to extract geometrical body information for optimisation of garment pattern construction.
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1. Introduction
In the past the intention to use 3D body scan data for the apparel industry was prior-ranking to extract body measurements to develop size charts [1, 2]. Other very valuable 3D information such as 3D body shape, body surfaces etc. were only used in a small amount i.e. for visualization of size specific body morphologies and extraction of a small range of 3D body parameters to optimize pattern construction and fit of garments [1, 2]. At the first glance it seems a very expensive technology is used for collection of body measurements which could as well measured by tape. But the advantage of body scanning is to get more precise measurements without personal influences and the possibility to have a 3D digital twin of the scanned person available for future analysis.

Within the last decade with increasing of the engineering development of 3D software for garment simulation and pattern design, the utilization of 3D scan data became more important. For realistic virtual fit simulation avatars are required which represent real human body forms [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Correlations between body surface and their flattened geometry are required to integrate shape data into the pattern construction process to optimize fit of the garments.

During several research projects 3D body data has been used to extract geometric information for specific body parts and to generate average 3D body models or to extract relevant information about the body surface and its transformation into 2D plain. In the following different utilization of 3D body scan data will be demonstrated by presenting four different projects [9, 10, 11, 12].

2. 3D body information to extract morphological characteristics
Additional to contoured and straight measurements measured on the body surface, body diameters in bust, under bust, waist and hip level provide a lot of information about body form and cross section in the above mentioned regions (see figure 1). Changing of the proportions between front and side diameter indicates alterations of the body shape. Using front diameters in combination of the shoulder width straight very exact data are available to define the development of the body shapes in front view with growing body volume.

Information to the posture are to extract out of measures which define the shape of the back profile. To a fictive vertical line the horizontal distances to the outer edge of the body shape in profile at neck, bust, waist and hip level were measured. In correlation to the vertical distances of the measuring positions significant features for each individual body posture are available. With the measurements of the back profile the derivation of average body posture for specific target groups is possible (see figure 2).
Besides the above mentioned measurements the whole body geometry is an essential base to improve pattern generation for different types of garments. Particular the body surface can act as provider of geometrical information to extract construction details are so far has to be derived by empirical methods. By transformation of the 3D body surface into a 2D plane, influences caused by size and shape of specific body morphologies could be identified (see figure 3).
3. Utilization of 3D body data for garment and footwear design

Based on examples of four different research projects, the utilization of 3D body data for garment and footwear design shall be demonstrated.

3.1. Leg scanning for developing measurement charts and shoe lasts

3D whole body scanning is not accurate enough to derive required information for foot wear. Therefore more than 5,000 pairs of legs – male and female persons aged from 16 to 75 years – were collected by a specific leg scanner [9]. Within this research project the scan data was used to extract very detailed measurements of female and male legs from root base to knee level. Out of the measurement database size charts were evaluated for shoe sizes, for socks and stockings. Based on the 3D leg geometry information for development of best fitting shoe lasts were identified (figure 4). The 3D scan data had also build the basis for 3D grading of the shoe lasts for different sizes and foot proportions. For extraction of significant differentiation based on the gender average leg models were generated (see figure 5).

![Figure 4: Detailed measurements of female and male legs from root base to knee level](image)

![Figure 5: Average virtual leg models female and male](image)
3.2. Development of morphology of big sizes – females

The project was aimed to the special target group of female big sizes [10]. The usage of 3D body data was mainly focused to extract body measurements and to analyze the human body shape development caused by increasing of body volume and weight in order to identify size and age specific body morphologies. Out of the identified body morphologies virtual and physical body models were generated (see figure 6).

Body diameters in front and side view of the scanned persons were used as basis first to define the different morphotypes and second to extract the percentage distribution of the identified body forms. In the first step the main body form – A, H or V – was determined based on the correlation between shoulder width straight and the front diameter in hip level. Together with the body shape in waist area the final body shape is defined. The definition of the waist body shape is based on the proportions of the front diameter at bust, hip and waist level. Two different waist shapes were identified: X- and O-waist shape. If the waist diameter of the person is bigger than the calculated waist diameter of the basis body shapes A, H, or V, the waist body shape of the person will be an O. If the waist diameter is smaller than the calculated one, the waist body shape of the person has to be defined as X.

![Figure 6: Identified body morphologies virtual and physical body models](image)

3.3. Generation of average virtual body models

Aim of another project [11] was the development of average virtual body models which represent relating to dimensions, body shape and posture the majority of specific garments (see figure 7). For realization a process was developed to generate realistic and replicable results for each size. The 3D body geometry builds the basis for generation of average virtual body models. Based on scan data of persons which fit with their basic measurements and their specific body features into the specific size the average body will be developed. The development happens in four steps: Development of the average torso, development of the average legs, development of the average arms and joining of the three parts. The process to develop average body parts includes following global working steps:

1. Copy and mirror the single body data. (This work is required to eliminate the influence of asymmetry between the left and right side of the body).
2. Adjustment of the single body geometry to reach a most similar posture for the whole data set.
3. Generation of the average body parts.
4. Combination of the separate developed body parts.
3.4. Extraction of geometric pattern information based on the body surface

In a further research project based on 3D scan data, geometric information of body surfaces was extracted [12]. The objectives were to analyze 3D body data and its geometry to extract form information which could replace empirical construction elements of the current 2D pattern development methods for female trousers. To reach the aimed objective, basis for this project were individual 3D body data as well as average virtual body models for the different sizes.

To extract the relevant information about size and form specific influences into the pattern geometry, the body surface had to be transformed into 2D plains. By construction of 3D NURBS plains on the polygon meshes two results are reached: first the idealization of the body shape according to the influence of the specific garment and second the basis is created for 2D transformation of the body surface (see figure 8).

After the flattening process the single pieces of the transformed body surface are to rearrange according to the aimed pattern geometry (see figure 9).
The transformed body surface contains a lot of information about the body shape, measurement position, body curves etc. (see figure 10). The comparison between measurement position at the body and the pattern shows that there are some differences. By translating extracted geometric information into the pattern development systems an increasing of optimized garment fit can be reached.

The integration of the body diameter at hip level in body profile is very important to reach optimal fit. But to transform the 3D body dimension into the flat pattern is very complex. The diameter measured at the 3D body correlates in a high degree to the pattern dimension only if the front and back patterns are combined at the inner leg seam (see figure 10). This operation has been simulated by using the upper leg geometry to extract the angle “b” (see figure 11). This could be derived by transformation of the mathematical function for calculation of surface elements of a truncated cone according to thigh girth, knee circumference and the length of the upper leg from crotch to knee (see figure 12).
Figure 11: Transformation of hip diameter into pattern geometry

Figure 12: Transformation of the mathematical formula for a truncated cone

OsuU = Oberschenkelumfang (Grundflächenumfang)
KnuU = Knieumfang (Deckflächenumfang)
m = Manteillänge
h = Innere Beinlänge minus Kniesohle
r = Radius der Grundfläche
R = Radius der Deckfläche
n = Radius gesamt (Kreissegment)

Berechnung α:
r = KniU/2π
R = OsuU/2π
m = √(R² - r²)² + h²
n = m²/R - r
α = 360° * OsuU / n²
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